A novel ammonium pentaborate – poly(ethylene-glycol) templated polymer-inclusion compound†
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A new hydrogen-bonded supramolecular framework is reported, consisting of ammonium pentaborate, containing poly(ethylene-glycol) chains extending down tubular cavities in the structure. The crystal architecture is templated by the presence of the polyether chains, analogous to template synthesis of zeolites and metal organic frameworks. The ammonium pentaborate is formed by the thermolysis of ammonia borane, followed by hydrolysis of the dehydrogenation products by ambient water. This structure represents the first known example of a borate-based polymer inclusion compound.

There has been much interest in the use of polymers to template materials such as zeolites, metal organic frameworks (MOFs), and even organic co-crystals. The polymer may form an intrinsic part of a co-crystal structure1 or it may simply act as a template for crystal growth in the synthesis of new polymorphs.2 Alternatively, the polymer may act as a template for the formation of novel supramolecular structures. To the best of our knowledge, the ammonium pentaborate – poly(ethylene-glycol) templated polymer-inclusion compound reported here is the only borate-based inclusion compound to host organic guest molecules.

Poly(ethylene-glycol) (PEG, C2nH4n+2O(n+1)) is known to form co-crystals with a great many guest molecules,3 such as 2-methylresorcinol,4 para-dibromobenzene,5 mercuric chloride,6,7 resorcinol,8,9 p-nitrophenol,10 hydroquinone,11 p-dihalogenobenzene,12 various isomers and derivatives of dihydroxybenzene,13 urea and thiourea14 and griseofulvin.15 It was recently shown that it is possible to form a stable co-crystal of PEG with ammonia borane (AB, NH3BH3),1 a material commonly studied as a potential hydrogen storage material.16 Powder X-ray diffraction studies show that this combination is capable of producing at least one other crystalline polymorph.17

In an attempt to isolate new AB-polyether polymorphs, recrystallisation was attempted from a heated mixture of AB and PEG (Mw 1500 Da) powder. However, gas release was observed from the mixture upon melting (Fig. 1), suggestive of decomposition of AB within the sample to form H2. The sample was cooled and left on the laboratory bench. One week later, square plate-shaped crystals had formed as well as spheroids (Fig. 2). The square plate-shaped crystals were analysed by single-crystal X-ray diffraction. As a test for reproducibility, several crystals were examined and similar unit cells were obtained for each of the crystals with the same morphology. Some crystals were twinned and the best data on a non-twinned crystal is reported here. Given that the bulk sample is a mixture of more than one crystal morphology plus liquid phase, it was not practical to analyse the bulk sample, either via chemical (e.g. mass spectroscopy) or diffraction (e.g. PXRD) methods.
Single-crystal diffraction measurements show that the structure of this material was composed of a hydrogen-bonded network of pentaborate anions \([\text{B}_5\text{O}_6(\text{OH})_4]^-\) and ammonium cations \([\text{NH}_4]^+\) (Fig. 3) in which there are four large channels per unit cell, which contain disordered PEG molecules. This material may therefore be classified as a polymer inclusion compound. The structure is monoclinic, space group \(P2_1/c\) and unit cell dimensions are \(a = 9.2922(2) \, \text{Å}, b = 17.3394(5) \, \text{Å}, c = 16.3648(5) \, \text{Å}, \beta = 91.234(2)\) \(^\circ\), \(V = 2636.12(13) \, \text{Å}^3\) at 150 K. This unit cell does not match other crystalline material derived from combinations of AB and PEO seen in previous work.17 Further details about the structure can be found in the tables of crystallographic coordinates and molecular geometry in the ESI.†

The basic motif forming the framework of the polymer-inclusion compound consists of two ammonium cations and two pentaborate anions (Fig. S1, ESI†). The two crystallographically-distinct anions are structurally similar to each other and are consistent with previously reported structures of the pentaborate anion.18 Similar structures composed of pentaborate anions have been observed for crystal systems containing substituted nitrogen-based non-metal cations.19–25

This supramolecular structure has four channels which run through each unit cell (Fig. 4 and Fig. S2, ESI†). Extended PEG chains exist in these channels, as evidenced by the calculated pore volume \((215.7 \, \text{Å}^3)\) and the number of electrons present in each channel \((75.4 \, \text{e}^-\)\), corresponding to approximately 3.5 monomers per channel. The exact location of the polymer is difficult to determine due to extensive crystallographic disorder. Nevertheless, “squeezing” the structure ensures that the framework may be determined accurately.26 Because of this disorder, the precise crystallographic location of the PEG molecules is unknown.

Temporary guest molecules can be used as templates to create large voids in the synthesis of other framework structures such as zeolites27 and metal organic frameworks (MOFs)28 either through hydrogen-bonded or covalent interactions. In this unit cell, two ammonium ions per channel extend towards the centre (indicated with arrows in Fig. 3), forming hydrogen bonds with the ether oxygen atoms in the polymer to provide stability to the structure. It is believed that these interactions play a major role in templating the crystal architecture observed.

Although numerous examples of polymer-inclusion compounds have been reported previously for well-known host materials such as urea29 and cyclodextrins,30 borate-based inclusion compounds have rarely been reported in the literature. The only known examples contain simple inorganic salt guests (e.g. LiF, NaCl).31,32

The first step to creating this inclusion compound is to heat a powdered mixture of AB and PEG powders. The PEG powder melts and the AB molecules decompose to create aminoborane compounds, which rapidly oligomerise to form polyaminoborane compounds. Competing hydrogen transfer reactions and dehydrogenation processes then produce borazine species. These polymeric residues then undergo hydrolysis due to the presence of ambient moisture to form hydrogen gas and ammonium...
borate. Additional reactions with water form ammonium tetrahydroxoborate, and the condensation reaction between the tetrahydroxoborate and the neutral boric acid present from hydrolysis forms the pentaborate anion. A detailed discussion of the potential chemistry of formation may be found in the ESL.†

Demirci et al. previously explored the feasibility of combining thermolysis and hydrolysis to achieve the rapid release of three equivalents of hydrogen from AB at moderate temperatures.33 In their studies, the final products were reported to be amorphous ammonium borate materials, whereas the material reported here is highly crystalline. The well-defined nature of the ammonium pentaborate observed in this work could inform future studies on closing the hydrogen cycle for AB-polyether materials. A number of regeneration protocols are known which reduce borate species to sodium borohydride (an important reagent for the synthesis of AB),34 but, despite recent progress in dramatically reducing the cost of borate reduction,35 no method has yet achieved yields sufficient for AB-polyether materials to become widespread recyclable hydrogen storage solutions for portable applications. This remains an important challenge for AB-polyether materials.

Experimental: ammonia borane (Boron Specialities, 97%) and PEG (Sigma Aldrich, M_w = 1500 Da) were purchased and used without further purification. The two powders were combined with a composition weight ratio of 30% AB to 70% PEG and the mixture without further purification. The two powders were combined with sodium borohydride (an important reagent for the synthesis of pentaborate observed in this work could inform future studies on their studies, the final products were reported to be amorphous ammonium borate materials, whereas the material reported here is highly crystalline. The well-defined nature of the ammonium pentaborate observed in this work could inform future studies on closing the hydrogen cycle for AB-polyether materials. A number of regeneration protocols are known which reduce borate species to sodium borohydride (an important reagent for the synthesis of AB),34 but, despite recent progress in dramatically reducing the cost of borate reduction,35 no method has yet achieved yields sufficient for AB-polyether materials to become widespread recyclable hydrogen storage solutions for portable applications. This remains an important challenge for AB-polyether materials.

In conclusion, the structure of an ammonium pentaborate-polyethylene glycol inclusion compound has been reported which, to the best of our knowledge, is the first example of a borate-based polymer inclusion compound and the first borate inclusion compound hosting organic guest material. In this structure, the pentaborate anion forms a hydrogen-bonded supramolecular framework, and extended PEG chains exist within cavities in the structure. The formation of this structure is analogous to synthesis by templating in other materials with porous molecular structures such as zeolites and MOFs. Given recent interest in borate materials for their porous,36 non-linear optical,37 piezoelectric38 and luminescent39 properties, the study of borate-based polymer inclusion compounds such as this may be an interesting new avenue of research.
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